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THE PAPER IN A NUTSHELL (AS I READ IT)

• Retail demand pushes option 
prices up
• The marginal cost of  “producing” 

one more (e.g.) OTM call for the 
MM is associated to its inventory 
risk
• RT buys call, MM sells
• If  MM can’t net the exposure, has 

to (imperfectly) hedge.
[exposure: book vs option-wise…]
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THE PAPER IN A NUTSHELL (AS I READ IT)

• Retail demand pushes option 
prices up
• But retail investors were 

traditionally seen as playing a 
negligible role on option markets
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THE PAPER IN A NUTSHELL (AS I READ IT)

• Retail demand pushes options 
prices up
• Retail investors were traditionally 

seen as playing a negligible role on 
option markets
• This paper establishes that 

their impact on IV is not trivial
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THE PAPER IN A NUTSHELL (AS I READ IT)

• Retail demand pushes options 
prices up
• Retail investors were traditionally 

seen as playing a negligible role on 
option markets
• This paper establishes that 

their impact on IV is not trivial
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But who are RT 
option traders?



WHO ARE “RETAIL” TRADERS?

• It is not central to the paper, but nonetheless a recurring theme
• p2: While existing work emphasizes the role of fundamentals, hedging demands, and 

informed trading, in recent years speculative trading by retail investors may play an 
important role in shaping the implied volatility surface.
• Table 2 suggests that retail option traders are not particularly good at predicting 

the underlying’s returns

• But are the “institutional” traders any better (now)?
• Muravyev, Pearson, and Pollet (2022)

• find that predictability is consistent with option prices reflecting stock borrow fees that are 
known to predict stock returns.

• Bondarenko and Muravyev (2022)
• Raj Rajaratnam arrested in 2009
• Surge in insider trading enforcement that lasted from late 2009 to 2013
• put-call ratio’s striking predictability suddenly disappeared shortly after Raj’s arrest
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Positioning unsophisticated, speculative retail vs “sophisticated/informed”
traders 



THE PAPER IN A NUTSHELL

• Simple message: Retail option traders are now a “force” to be reckoned 
with, at least in some segments of  the market
• Elegant identification strategy
• Retail broker outages are a priori likely to be exogenous 
• The authors take some steps to show that they are indeed unrelated to market 

conditions. 
• Granularity of the data: Exactly who are “retail” investors? [aka “customers”]

• The findings […] suggest that retail trading can have important effects on the 
implied volatility term structure, moneyness curve, and call-put spread.
• Making option we knew were expensive, even more expensive
• Making option-implied signals noisier? Killing their predictive power?
• Forcing us to rethink about option pricing? Option returns?
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Summing up



DINOSAUR OPTION PRICING

• Black-Merton-Scholes

• Variance risk?

• Fournier, Jacobs, and Orlowski (2021)
• Combined, market return and variance explain more than 90% of  option return 

variation…

• In sum, there a limit to the increase in price that RT can cause:
• Assuming that prices before RTs reflected the price of  replicating portfolios
• Large deviation from these prices lead to quasi-arbitrage opportunities
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TAKING A STEP BACK

• Retail demand pushes options 
prices up
• Thought experiment: as MM seeks 

to increase the price, HF steps in 
and demand shift to lower-priced 
HF supplier
• Results in the paper suggest that 

no one really steps in… Why? 

Retail investors’ demand (offer) pushes option prices up (down) 
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THE ECONOMIC MAGNITUDE OF THE RESULTS

• Median IV is 44.4% 
• How much lower (higher) would IV be if  retail investors “vanished”

• The evidence […] is consistent with price pressure in options decreasing when 
retail investors leave the market.

• One ought to be careful comparing average impact to median IV…

Retail investors’ demand (supply) pushes option prices up (down) 

Tables 5, 6, 7:



THE ECONOMIC MAGNITUDE OF THE RESULTS

• Median IV is 44.4% 
• How much lower (higher) would IV be if  retail investors “vanished”

• The evidence […] is consistent with price pressure in options decreasing when 
retail investors leave the market.

• One ought to be careful comparing average impact to median IV…
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Figure 4:



THE ECONOMIC MAGNITUDE OF THE RESULTS

• Median IV is 44.4% 
•

• The evidence […] is consistent with price pressure in options decreasing when 
retail investors leave the market.

• One ought to be careful comparing average impact to median IV, but the 
impact nonetheless appears economically significant
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Tables 5, 6, 7:

What if the regression was 
at the moneyness level? In 
relative terms? Returns?

High retail is defined at the stock levelIV aggregated at the stock level



THE ECONOMIC MAGNITUDE OF THE RESULTS

• Median IV is 44.4% 
•

• The evidence […] is consistent with price pressure in options decreasing when 
retail investors leave the market.

• One ought to be careful comparing average impact to median IV, but the 
impact nonetheless appears economically significant
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Retail investors’ demand (supply) pushes option prices up (down) 

High retail is defined at the stock level
OptPricei.t=

What if the regression was 
at the moneyness level? 
In relative terms? “Returns”?

Table IA.3:

Still aggregated at the stock level? How?



THE DATA
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A single outage, on 2019-11-14

Figure 4:

This specific outage: 724 unique (S,T,K) tuples
Table 1:
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A single outage, on 2019-11-14

Figure 1:
This specific outage: 724 unique (S,T,K) tuples



THE DATA
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A single outage, on 2019-11-14

• Little action OTM puts / ITM calls
• Aggregation might be an issue…
• As stock price changes, moneyness at K does too
• Buckets in the paper 0.975 < K/S, in [0.975, 1.025], K/S > 1.025



THE DATA
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A single outage, on 2019-11-14

• Little action ITM puts / OTM calls
• Aggregation might be an issue…
• As stock price changes, moneyness at K does too
• Buckets in the paper 0.975 < K/S, in [0.975, 1.025], K/S > 1.025



THE DATA
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A single outage, on 2019-11-14

• More action ATM & slightly OTM calls
• Weirdly, IV drops before outage

but outage tends not to be significant

alpha +
day + stock
fixed effect



WHAT IS THE MECHANISM?
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Implied volatility of  the option based on mid price…

• Ebay: call with max IV in my snapshot: assuming rf=3.75%, no dividend 
before maturity

• Then, an outage hits, some retail investors stop buying…
• Suppose the IV drops by 7.5%

• Ebay call, roughly same moneyness as of  yesterday:

The difference 
is less than
25% of  the bid-
ask spread



WHAT IS THE MECHANISM?

20

Implied volatility of  the option based on mid price…

• Ebay: call with max IV in my snapshot: assuming rf=3.75%, no dividend 
before maturity

• These options often have (had?) bids of  0
• Ex1: Before outage: 0.08 – 0.14 Outage: 0.04 – 0.10
• Ex2: Before outage: 0.08 – 0.14 Outage: 0.00 – 0.14

• Both lead to a mid-quote of 0.07, but they don’t tell the same story

The difference 
is roughly 25%
of  the bid-ask 
spread



WHAT IS THE MECHANISM?
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Implied volatility of  the option based on mid price…

• Ford has max IV in my snapshot: assuming rf=3.75%, no dividend 
before maturity

• Then, an outage hits, some retail investors stop buying…
• Suppose the IV drops by 20%

• Ford put as of  yesterday:

The difference 
is roughly the 
bid-ask spread



MINOR QUESTION

Table 3

• Outage coefficients are not significant, but economic 
magnitude rivals that of  the interaction

• At first sight, it appears as if  the net outage effect is 
negligible

• Given the importance of  retail trading, does this mean that 
only a very small subset of  retail traders are affected by a 
given outage?

• Robustness vs non-retail on LHS ✅
But what about the 15 minutes before the outage? 22

Retail investors demand during outages

• p16 For example, overall retail option volume drops by over 10% during 
outages for options favored the most by retail traders, relative to options on 
stocks less favored by retail traders.
• vs Trd as the two first outcome variables in Appendix A, that don’t appear 

to be in relative terms. And caption of Table 3 says it is in log($) terms. 
And robustness test seems to make little sense in % terms…



• I very much enjoyed reading the paper, I learned a whole lot

• I am still unclear about the economic significance of  the IV differences 
documented

• Looking forward to reading the next iteration

Thank you
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LONG STORY SHORT…


